
Wedding Portfolio

Where the “I Do’s” linger



Dear future Mr & Mrs

The romance of the African bush is incomparable to anything else, where time stands still 
and nature bears witness to your vows in the most wildly romantic environment. Askari 
Game Lodge & Spa is the place where you want to start your life together, under wide 
open African skies and un-spoilt surroundings.

Enjoy wedding celebrations with a difference where the legend lingers and Africa meets 
Antique Dutch, in an area steeped with history. Whether you choose our beautiful historic 
chapel or the magical forest, we will make your special day one to remember forever.

There is nothing more special for a wonderful occasion than being blessed by an 
elephant. These gentle giants also provide spectacular backdrops for one of a kind 
wedding picture.

The vistas and views - from the grassy hills, the rustic wagons and the reflective dams 
around Askari Game Lodge and Spa provide the ideal setting for memories to be made to 
last a life time.

We would love to show you around and help you plan that fairy-tale wedding.

Please do not hesitate to make an appointment at a time convenient for you.

Yours in hospitality,
Wedding Department
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Wedding Venues

Ever been blessed by an elephant? Enjoy wedding celebrations with a difference at Askari 
Lodge & Spa in Magaliesburg. Whether you choose our beautiful historic chapel or the 
magical forest, we will make your special day one to remember forever.

Wedding site inspections: We would love to show you our beautiful wedding venues and 
ask if you could let the wedding co-ordinator know in advance should you wish to view the 
venues over a weekend.
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ANTIQUE CHAPEL  
The 120-seater chapel with its 

thatched roof, stained glass windows 
and bell tower was built with the 

input from historians. 

THE LAPA  
Overlooking the Elephant Dam, The 
Lapa accommodates small groups 
of up to 40 people. With its central 

roaring fireplace, it is ideal for 
intimate Boma-type weddings and 

designed for socialising.

FOREST CHAPEL  
Is popular for couples with a yearning 

to get married in the outdoors. 
Surrounded by a lush forest and the 
hippo dam close by, this rustic venue 
provides a blank canvas for creative 

bridal touches.

PLUMARI HERITAGE MUSEUM  
The extremely elegant and adaptable 

Plumari Heritage Museum is a 
cultural and historical hub. Situated 
within the Gala Hall, the museum 
boasts one of the largest private 

collections of ox wagons, carts and 
other animal drawn vehicles from the 

period 1800 to 1900. 

AKIRA WEDDING VENUE  
Accommodates up to 150 guests, is 
abundant with African symbology, 

rich earthy colours and unique 
African décor focal points. It opens 

up on to the Azima Restaurant 
and Enzi Bar with a view over the 
Magaliesberg mountain range. 

BUSH BOMA  
The Bush Boma situated in a forest 
is a lovely rustic set up inviting you 
to sit down and immerse yourself 
in the stillness. Red rocks from the 
farm were used to demarcate the 

area with a hip-height wall all around. 
The fire pit is surrounded by cut tree 

trunks and benches. 



Accommodation

The interior of Askari Game Lodge & Spa manages to capture the romance and essence 

of ‘Africa meets Antique Dutch’ with décor pieces dating back to the 1800’s. Of the 48 

suites, some have thatched roofs and wooden patios, while the family units are tin-roofed 

with rough plaster and a distinct farmhouse look. The Chalets and Suites all have unique 

configurations and cater for individuals, groups and families.

GARDEN COTTAGES: 2 Garden cottages leads onto a patio with stunning views of the swimming pool and Magalies 
Mountain range.

STANDARD CHALETS: 4 Standard Chalets
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GARDEN SUITES 
6x garden suites with Shower only and 6 x garden suites 

with both a bath tub and a shower

EXECUTIVE CHALETS 
7 Chalets lead onto a patio with stunning views of the 

pool and Magalies Mountain range.

DOUBLE DELUXE CHALETS 
2 double chalets leads onto a patio with stunning views 

of the Elephant dam and Magalies Mountain.

DELUXE CHALETS 
6 Deluxe Chalets lead onto a patio with stunning views 

of the Elephant dam and Magalies Mountain range.
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Askari Spa

Be pampered to perfection for your big day

Askari Spa at Askari Game Lodge reflects the environment that surrounds it – African veld 
and wildlife rise up to meet the African sky and majestic Magaliesburg mountain range.

Located in the heart of the lodge, the spa complex boasts 4 treatment rooms with a 
double outdoor shower and a separate men’s and ladies change rooms. The entire spa 
opens up on outdoor relaxation areas and private gardens.

Soothe away the stress of modern life and dissolve impurities, under the gentle fingers of 
our therapists. The benefits to body and spirit will be truly rewarding.

Contact us: 014 577 2658/9 | spa@askarilodge.co.za
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Additional Activities

Askari Game Lodge & Spa is situated within a pristine wilderness area of over 5000 
hectares with natural African bushveld and an abundance of flora, fauna, birdlife and 
wildlife on the Plumari Private Reserve. Two game drives, each approximately 2 – 2,5 
hours in duration, are scheduled daily. Elephant interaction includes an educational talk 
followed by a ‘touch and feed’ experience.

Zemvelo Adventures – Activities in and around Magaliesburg
Zemvelo Adventures offers an array of exciting activities at Plumari Private Reserve. 
Activities include Big 5 game drives, Elephant touch and feed interaction, Hiking trails 
and 4×4 trails at Warthogs Bush Camp to name but a few. Their mission is to have fun and 
enjoy nature. Their goal is to help you write your African story.

Contact Zemvelo Adventures for more information:

(014) 577 2658/9 | info@zemvelo.co.za | https://zemvelo.co.za



Directions
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Physical address:
R560, 1 Doornspruit Road, Magaliesburg, Gauteng
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PHYSICAL ADDRESS:
R560, 1 Doornspruit Road, Magaliesburg, Gauteng

BOOKINGS & RESERVATIONS:
Tel: 014 577 2658/9  |  Cell: 082 416 1340  |  weddings1@askarilodge.co.za

Central Reservations:  08611 48866  |  cro@guvon.co.za  |  www.guvonhotels.co.za

FACEBOOK  |  TWITTER  |  PINTEREST  |  INSTAGRAM  |  BLOG  |  LINKEDIN

Contact us

Wedding Coordinator

014 577 2658/9 | weddings1@askarilodge.co.za


